Capitate-based kinematics of the midcarpal joint during wrist radioulnar deviation: an in vivo three-dimensional motion analysis.
The purpose of this study was to obtain qualitative and quantitative information regarding in vivo 3-dimensional (3D) kinematics of the midcarpal joint during wrist radioulnar deviation (RUD). We studied the in vivo kinematics of the midcarpal joint during wrist RUD in the right wrists of 10 volunteers by using a technology without radioactive exposure. The magnetic resonance images were acquired during RUD. The capitate was registered with the scaphoid, the lunate, and the triquetrum by using a volume registration technique. Animations of the relative motions of the midcarpal joint were created and accurate estimates of the relative orientations of the bones and axes of rotation (AORs) of each motion were obtained. The scaphoid, lunate, and triquetrum motions relative to the capitate during RUD were found to be similar, describing a rotational motion around the axis obliquely penetrating the head of the capitate in almost a radial extension/ulnoflexion plane of motion of the wrist. The AORs of the scaphoid, the lunate, and the triquetrum were located closely in space. In the axial plane the AORs of the scaphoid, lunate, and triquetrum formed a radially and palmarly opening angle of 43 degrees +/- 7 degrees, 41 degrees +/- 11 degrees, and 42 degrees +/- 14 degrees with the wrist flexion/extension axis, respectively. This study reports the in vivo 3D measurements of midcarpal motion relative to the capitate. Isolated midcarpal motion during RUD could be approximated to be a rotation in a plane of a radiodorsal/ulnopalmar rotation of the wrist, which may coincide with a motion plane of one of the most essential human wrist motions, known as the dart-throwing motion.